LIVE 105
NOT SO SILENT NIGHT
BILL GRAHAM CIVIC AUD.
12-15-2000

Friday night Alternative music owned the City as Everclear rocked out
down on Market while the annual Live105 Not So Silent Night owned the Bill
Graham Memorial Auditorium at the Civic Center A.F.I and Deftones slogged
through some sets that were more than a little troubled by sound problems. At
one point the teens my Significant Other and I were supposedly chaperoning
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departed for the quiet hallways of the Civic during the excruciatingly loud sets.
When Papa Roach took the stage, things like harmony, lyrics, balance and music
returned to teach the crowd just how to punk out proper and make your voice
distinct from the feedback. Was A.F.I aweful? Yes they were. But to give the
guys their due, their professionally mastered recordings sound so much better
than what was inflicted on the crowd Friday night that the mixing board can be
blamed here.
The BGM Auditorium, sold out within hours of availability for the
headliners, Green Day, rocked to its feet shortly before 11 and didn't sit down for
the local faves done good until well after 2 am. From the grungy beginnings up
in North Berkeley, where the band used to share the stage at Gillman Street with
stale beer and garage band wannabees, the homeboys have become a world
touring act that does Saturday Night live and plays music across the dial from
coast to coast. Pulling selectively from four CDs, including the recent crossover
hit "Warning", Billy Joe, Mike and Cool had the crowd in the palms of their sweaty
hands and singing along to almost every song. At one point, Billy Joe grabbed
three guys at random from the crowd and formed a band on stage, had them play
drums, guitar and bass, then had these total strangers leap head-first off of the
stage, over the barricade area into the arms of the crowd.
We were impressed, to put it mildly.
The whole affair was a benefit for Bay Area music, for as all of us know,
things are pretty rough right now for musicians with the closing of the largest
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rehearsal space in the City (and probably the country) as well as the wholesale
destruction of the artist neighborhoods South of Market and in the Mission.
Let it not be forgot: "The modern day composer refuses to die."
This was the ninth Live105 Not So Silent Night concert attended by my
Significant Other, which tends to feature the best of those about to become
famous with uncanny accuracy.
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